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Lesson 19:
The Hellenistic period and the Hasmoneans

1. Outline
a. Hellenism and its impact on Jewish culture and thought
b. The Hasmonean revolt
c. The Hasmonean dynasty until the Roman conquest
d. Historical development of interpretation of the events of the revolt

2. Introduction
With the conquest of the Middle East by Alexander the Great (331 BCE), Judah
confronted a new cultural context, different in important ways from the cultures of
Mesopotamia that had dominated the region for almost 500 years.  The dilemma of
how to draw the line between faithfulness to the Torah and acceptance of values and
behaviors from the dominant culture became more complicated during the Hellenistic
period than in the days of the First Temple.  The same problem of the connection
between political and cultural independence continued to exist, but was made more
difficult by certain emphases of Hellenistic culture: on individualism, on
cosmopolitanism, and on rationalism.  These qualities made it possible for the
individual Jew to define an integrated identity, incorporating elements of both Jewish
and Hellenistic cultures.  Thus, the meeting with Hellenism confronted Judaism with
new challenges.

We don’t know too much about how Judaism dealt with Hellenism during the first
century or so after Alexander’s conquest.  However, with the Hasmonean revolt — and
establishment of the Hasmonean dynasty — the struggle to define the relationship
between the two cultures moves to center stage, and dominates Jewish history and
thought for about 300 years.

In the past century, the Hasmonean revolt has taken on different interpretations:
a.  the classical rabbinic understanding of God’s miraculous intervention
b.  the enlightenment/emancipation view that this was a struggle for religious
freedom
c.  the Zionist view that it was a war for national independence.

Thus, how we teach the Chanukah story says as much about our own Jewish identity
and belief as it does about the historical events themselves.  It also provides an
interesting historical context for discussing the nature of a “Jewish state.”
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3. Lesson goals
a. Basic understanding of the significance of the confrontation with Hellenism
b. Acquaintance with the historical sources describing the Hasmonean revolt, and
the relevant geography
c. Awareness of the issues raised by the subsequent history of the Hasmonean
dynasty
d. Awareness of significance of various interpretations of the events of the
Hasmonean period

4. Expanded outline
a. Hellenism and its impact on Jewish culture and thought

i. This is a huge topic, on which there is a great deal of literature.  On
the one hand, we have a traditional self-image, fostered by our
memories of the Chanukah story, of conflict between Judaism and
Hellenism, and of our total rejection of pagan philosophy and
worship.  On the other hand, the evidence is pretty overwhelming
that Hellenism had strong impact on the development of Judaism,
and that we absorbed all sorts of concepts, practices, language, and
beliefs from our intimate contact with Hellenistic civilization from 331
BCE on through the Roman period.  We can not do this discussion
justice in one lesson; but here are a few brief resources that might be
helpful background reading:

1. A concise summary of the philosophical differences
between Judaism and Hellenism:
http://www.njop.org/html/Chanvs.html

2. A short paper exploring both the cultural conflict and the
historical events of the Hasmonean period:
http://members.tripod.com/~Kekrops/Hellenistic_Files/J
udaism.html

3. A brief summary and comment on the book by Prof. Lee
Levine, Judaism and Hellenism in Antiquity, Conflict or
Confluence. Lee Levine, of the Hebrew University, is a
Conservative rabbi and noted scholar of the Hellenistic
period and its archaeology
http://www.theopavlidis.com/Isaiah_Ad_Ed/Levine_disc
ussion.htm

4. A lecture by a noted modern Israeli Orthodox scholar and
leader, Rabbi Aharon Lichtenstein, on the basic conflict
between Hellenism and Judaism: http://www.vbm-
torah.org/chanuka/a-chan1.htm

5. A short overview of the encounter between Jewish and
Hellenistic cultures,
http://www.wsu.edu:8000/~dee/HEBREWS/YAVAN.HTM

http://www.njop.org/html/Chanvs.html
http://members.tripod.com/~Kekrops/Hellenistic_Files/J
http://www.theopavlidis.com/Isaiah_Ad_Ed/Levine_disc
http://www.vbm-
http://www.wsu.edu:8000/~dee/HEBREWS/YAVAN.HTM
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ii. Perhaps the most important point, from the perspective of this
course and its purposes, is that just as in the biblical period, living in
Eretz Yisrael was no guarantee of the purity of our belief or of our
insulation from pagan influences, so too during the Hellenistic
period, a far-reaching cultural and religious “conversation” took place
within the Jewish community of Eretz Yisrael – between the Jewish
tradition (as it was at that point in time) and the powerful culture of
Hellenism.

An interesting question to consider: are we better “protected” in this
conversation when we are sitting in our own land than when we are
guests of our Diaspora hosts?  An extreme answer might be that
anything we say or think or do when living as a Jewish political entity
in Eretz Yisrael is ipso facto Jewish; hence, we can be open to the
cultures of the world, since our identity is defined by our geography
and our roots in it…  In the Diaspora, on the other hand, we must
constantly struggle to define ourselves as different from those
around us, otherwise we will disappear.

iii. See maps 87-90 in
http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/htm/index.html

b. The Hasmonean revolt
i. The wars of the Hasmoneans need to be understood on two levels –

as an internal struggle between different parties within the Jewish
community regarding the relation to Hellenistic culture, and as a war
between a Jewish army and the army of the Seleucid dynasty that
ruled Eretz Yisrael in the second century BCE.

ii. A good text for focusing the problem of the internal struggle is I
Maccabees 2, especially 2:24, where it turns out that the first casualty
of the war is a Jew, killed by another Jew.  The rest of the chapter
brings another interesting angle, describing a group of Jews who
refuse to fight on Shabbat and are therefore killed; the Hasmoneans
conclude from this that we need to fight on Shabbat to preserve
ourselves – in other words, they take religious law (halacha) into their
own hands for military/political/national necessity.  While their
decision is common sense, it is not obvious, and clearly shows us that
there was some kind of internal struggle over what it is OK to sacrifice
for what.  II Maccabees 6 and 7 contain the stories of Eleazar, and of a
woman and her seven sons, who choose death over compromise or
even apparent compromise.

iii. Beyond all the internal conflict and our dilemmas about what price to
pay for resisting religious coercion, the Hasmoneans did indeed lead

http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/htm/index.html
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the Jews of Eretz Yisrael in an armed conflict against the Seleucid
rulers.  Basically our only source for the history of this war is the Books
of Maccabees, found in Greek in the Apocrypha, assumed to be based
on Hebrew originals that have been lost.  In other words, these books
were not in the Jewish library for the past 2000 years or so; all we
knew were general descriptions from various midrashic and liturgical
sources.  To follow the course of the war, more or less, read I
Maccabees; here is a map:
http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/htm/092.htm, and below is an
annotated summary of sections of I Maccabees.

iv. For some brief and interesting background articles on this period,
including a summary of events of the war, and links to the English
text of Maccabees I and II, look here:
http://www.hum.huji.ac.il/dinur/Internetresources/historyresources/s
econd_temple_and_talmudic_era.htm#Hasmoneans

c. The Hasmonean dynasty until the Roman conquest
i. While the Hasmoneans were heroic and important leaders who

succeeded, for a while, in winning a degree of autonomy for the Jews
of Eretz Yisrael, many people saw their rise to power – and their
exercise of power – as not so positive, for two reasons:

1. They were priests, of Aharon’s descendants, not David’s.
Therefore, their appointing themselves as kings was a
usurpation of power.  It has been argued that the Haftara
blessing refers to them (see text and commentary below).

2. They themselves were apparently not such purists in
terms of avoiding Hellenistic customs and concluded
alliances with pagan powers – like Rome; and made
decisions that were not theirs to make; see, for example
the account of the first Chanukah – an unauthorized
imitation of the biblical holiday of Sukkot and Solomon’s
dedication of the Temple, proclaimed by them as a
holiday in the manner of a Greek victory celebration.  See
I Maccabees, chapter 4.  For an article on the
Hasmoneans’ relationship to pagan images, see:
http://ancient-coins.com/articles/hasmonean/

ii. Our knowledge of the Hasmonean dynasty down to the Roman
period comes mainly from Josephus, which can be read online at
http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/josephus/index.htm#aoj.  In
particular, Books 13 and 14 of the Antiquities trace the various
internecine struggles among the Hasmoneans, that in the end led to
the Roman conquest.

http://www.anova.org/sev/atlas/htm/092.htm
http://www.hum.huji.ac.il/dinur/Internetresources/historyresources/s
http://ancient-coins.com/articles/hasmonean/
http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/josephus/index.htm#aoj
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iii. …Which brings us back to the question: is any government by Jews
in Eretz Yisrael a Jewish state?  Can nationality be separated from
religion?  From geography?  Can Jewishness be separated from
values?

d.  Historical development of interpretation of the events
i. The first Chanukah seems to have been a re-enactment of Sukkot and

of Solomon’s dedication of the Temple (see II Chronicles 29:16-17), as
seen in I Maccabees 4.  That explains the eight days.

ii. However, apparently because of later discomfort with the
glorification of the Hasmoneans, and with giving them the authority
to establish a holiday, the Rabbis of the Talmud don’t mention the
Hasmonean celebration at all, and offer several other possible
reasons for the festival’s lasting eight days.  See texts 1, 2, and 4
below.  Note that #4 suggests the interesting possibility the
Chanukah’s origin is not the Hasmonean victory festival at all, but a
Judaization of a pagan observance of the winter solstice!

iii. Thus, the rabbis move the center of the holiday from the
Hasmoneans to God (it celebrates a miracle).  Then, along come the
secular Zionists and take it back, adopting Chanukah as a symbol of
the struggle for national liberation.  See texts 5 and 6; note that the
first line of “Who can retell” is a takeoff on Psalm 106:2, substituting
Israel for God.

iv. In America, on the other hand, where we Jews are more interested in
religious freedom in a pluralistic society than in glorifying our
struggle for national independence, the Zionist Hebrew song
mellowed in translation, diminishing the place of heroism and
restoring the sages.

v. For two essays on the development of the meanings of Chanukah,
see:

http://urj.org/Articles/index.cfm?id=3576&pge_prg_id=15531&p
ge_id=1698  and

http://urj.org/Articles/index.cfm?id=5581&pge_prg_id=22106&p
ge_id=1697

And then there is the impact of Christmas in the American context…
So, what is Chanukah for us and our students?  Is an American Jewish
holiday of religious freedom, or a celebration of a bloody revolt of a
small nation against a foreign conqueror, or the outward explosion of
internal tensions with the Jewish people over the acceptable degree
of compromise with foreign culture and religion, or remembrance of a
miracle, the manifestation of God’s power in history?

http://urj.org/Articles/index.cfm
http://urj.org/Articles/index.cfm
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vi. Here is the place to mention the two different versions of the Sevivon
or Dreidel: based on a German gambling game, the original letters
were N (nothing), G (all), H (half), and Sh (put in), which were made in
the Hebrew acronym, Nes Gadol Haya Sham (a great miracle
happened there).  But “there” is Eretz Yisrael, so now that we have
come back, the last word in that sentence become Po (here),
beginning with P, not Sh.  So now any connection to the German
original is lost, and no one can see the logic of the connection of the
letters to the actions of the game…

Sources

I Maccabees
1:1-10: a quick review of history from Alexander the Great to Antiochus Epiphanes.
1:11-15: a description of the practices of the Hellenizers, and a statement (v. 11) of
their rationale — these changes are necessary to improve our relationships with the
surrounding peoples.
1:20-28: Antiochus desecrates and plunders the Temple, massacring and humiliating
the people.
1:29-40: Antiochus attacks Jerusalem and stations a permanent, fortified garrison
adjacent to the Temple.
1:41-64: Antiochus forbids the practice of Judaism, and decrees that his entire
kingdom must uniformly worship the Greek gods (see II Maccabees 4-5).  In vss. 43 and
52-53, we learn of many Jews who accepted this decree; in 62-64 we read of many
who were prepared to die rather than to submit.
2:1-28: Mattathias “fires the first shot” in the revolt, publicly defying the king’s decree
to offer a pagan sacrifice.  Note, in vss. 16 and 18, further evidence that many Jews are
acquiescing in the new order.  Mattathias kills both a Jew who submits and the king’s
representative as well, utters his famous war cry (vs. 27), and flees with his sons to the
mountains.
2:29-41: a camp of rebels is attacked in the wilderness, on the sabbath.  They interpret
self-defense as a violation of sabbath prohibitions, and are therefore all killed.  In vss.
39-41 Mattathias and his followers respond to this event by agreeing that survival
requires a modification of the interpretation of the sabbath laws.
2:42-48: Mattathias’ forces begin a campaign of killing collaborators, destroying pagan
altars, forcibly circumcising children; Hellenizing Jews who wish to escape such attacks
are forced to flee to pagan communities.
3:1-9: After Mattathias’ death, his son Judah takes over military leadership, and
continues the campaign of “destroying the ungodly.”
3:10-26: The conflict assumes the proportions of a war, in which the local pagans seek
to put a stop to Judah’s raids.  From vs. 15, it seems that Hellenizing Jews were part of
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this pagan counterattack.  In any case, these verses describe the first of many victories
by the Maccabees’ forces over various local and imported pagan armies.
3:10-36: Antiochus escalates the conflict.
4:1-35: Judah’s forces vanquish increasingly large armies sent by Antiochus.
4:36-61: While Antiochus’ forces under Lysias are licking their wounds and getting
organized for another attack (4:35), Judah’s army liberates the Temple and purifies it.
Then, on the exact third anniversary of the desecration of the Temple, they hold an
eight-day rededication ceremony.  This rededication is apparently based on Solomon’s
original dedication of the first Temple (see I Kings 8), an eight-day festival coinciding
with Sukkot.  In vs. 59, we find Judah and his brothers decreeing that this rededication
festival should be an annual festival.  Note that there is no mention of the miracle of
the oil here; rather, the eight-day duration seems to be taken for granted as
appropriate for a dedication festival.
5:1-17: The local populations turn on the Jews throughout the land.  The Maccabees
organize their forces to stand against these attacks; in the subsequent verses we learn
of their success.
6:42-47:  The famous account of Elazar’s heroic death, which occurs as he single-
handedly attacks and kills a battle elephant of the enemy.
9:1-10: In desperate straits, Judah’s men try to persuade him to back off from battle,
but he indicates that honor is a higher value than life.
10:1-50: Demetrius and Alexander are struggling for the Seleucid throne.  Each wants
the support of Jonathan (the current leader of Judah, and they try to outbid each
other.  In the course of the bidding (vss. 20-21), Jonathan is appointed high priest —
and accepts the appointment.

From the Haftara blessings:
Gladden us, Lord our God, with the appearance of Your servant Elijah the prophet, and
with the rule of the house of David Your anointed.  May he come soon and bring joy to
our heart.  Let a stranger no longer occupy David’s throne; let others no longer usurp
his glory, for You promised him, by Your holy name, that his light would never go out.
Blessed are You, O Lord, shield of David.

(Commentary)
This blessing, which looks forward to the messianic redemption, indicates that a
stranger is occupying David’s throne.  The Davidic dynasty ruled from David until the
destruction of the first Temple.  The throne remained unoccupied thereafter, until the
Hasmonean John Hyrcanus assumed the title of king. The Maccabees’ descendants
held this title until Herod was named king by the Romans; since his death the throne
has remained empty.  Thus, it seems likely that this passage refers to the Hasmonean
period, implying criticism of the Hasmonean rulers for taking into their own hands
matters that were God’s business.  The Hasmoneans were clearly less than fully faithful
to the established traditional understanding of the promise to David.
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Why Chanukah?
1.  Talmud, Shabbat 21b
The rabbis taught: on the 25th of Kislev we observe Hanukkah, and are forbidden to
mourn or fast; for when the Greeks entered the Temple they desecrated all the oil in
the Temple, and when the Hamoneans reconquered the Temple, they looked and
found only one jar of oil which was sealed with the seal of the high priest.  And there
was only enough oil to burn for one day, but a miracle occurred and it continued to
burn for eight days.  For future years they set these days as holidays for giving praise
and thanks.

2.  Pesikta Rabbati 2
Why do we light candles on Hanukkah?  Because when the Hasmoneans were
victorious against the Greek rulers, they entered the Temple and found there eight
iron spears, and they stood them up and lit candles in them.

3.  Addition to daily prayer during Hannukah
...You in great mercy, stood by Your people in time of trouble.  You defended them,
vindicated them, and avenged their wrongs.  You delivered the strong into the hands
of the pure in heart, the guilty into the hands of the innocent.  You delivered the
arrogant into the hands of those who were faithful to Your Torah.  You have wrought
great victories and miraculous deliverance for Your people Israel to this day...

4.  Talmud, Avodah Zarah 8a
Mishnah: These are the festivities of the idolaters: Kalenda, Saturnalia, Kratesis...
Gemarah: Said R. Hanan b. Raba: Kalenda is kept on the eight days following the
[winter] solstice, Saturnalia on the eight days preceding the solstice...  Our rabbis
taught: When Adam saw the day getting gradually shorter, he said, “Woe is me,
perhaps because I have sinned, the world around me is being darkened and returning
to its state of chaos and confusion; this then is the kind of death to which I have been
sentenced from heaven!”  So he began keeping an eight day fast.  But as he observed
the winter solstice and noted the day getting increasingly longer, he said, “This is the
world’s course,” and he set forth to keep an eight day festival.  In the following year he
appointed both as festivals.

5.  Yaakov Herzog
Hanukkah comprehends Judaism to mean Jewish independence - in the physical and
political sense - in that small land on the eastern coast of the Mediterranean where the
threefold bond of land, people, and faith was forged for all time.

6.  Who can retell?  Menashe Ravina
Who can retell the heroic deeds of Israel?
Who can recount them?
In every generation a hero arises
To redeem the people.
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In those days, in this season
The Maccabees redeemed us,
And in our day the whole people of Israel
Will unite, arise, and be redeemed

7.  Ben Edidin translation
Who can retell the things that befell us?
Who can count them?
In every age a hero or sage
Came to our aid.
At this time of year in days of yore
Maccabee the Temple did restore
And today our people, as we dreamed
Will arise, unite and be redeemed.




